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possible or simply stared blank at the letters turned into hieroglyphics that understood nothing. If it was such a case, I would probably leave the page all empty or, being a good guy you were, you tried to find a plausible answer to a question that you couldn't understand at all. Smart kids on the list below fall into neither category. These brilliant pupils have the funniest test answers
in mind by harnessing the powers of puns and their creativity. The reasons for choosing to answer questions this way are unknown, but we have a strong feeling that difficult questions have released some smart Class A ratings. The difficult question, however, is whether a child answers a problem on a test incorrectly but intelligently, should be credited or penalized for it? Below,
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testers chose to create a smart and fun test answer or, when they couldn't find the right solution for a strange question that they didn't understand, there was a creative one. If all children are penalised for thinking outside the box and exowed innovative solutions for make no mistake - not all of these answers raise this excellent question. Some are just hilarious failures. Check out
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